View Point of Central Office on Tech vs LA and
Tech(4K) Issues.
It is indeed pleasant information that work of fixation for Tech vs LA
and Tech(4K) has been started all over the country. We are observing
that the issue is being discussed on social Media by a section of
employees and it is creating confusions among the minds of others
who are clear but getting confused by such concocted information.
We hereby want to suggest the following points :
[1]. Tech Vs LA n 5000-8000 (pre revised) Scale :
The questions are being raised about Sr.Tech.:
We must understand that in the order dated 11.03.2014 in compliance
of Hon'ble Supreme Court the order issued for Tech and Sr. Tech
both. So practically as per that Order Tech and Sr. Tech stand merged
w.e.f 1983. If we demand higher scale for Sr. Tech,it is not sustainable
due to this order. In Cadre Review also Merger of Tech with Sr. Tech
is proposed. So in all possibilities Merger of Tech / Sr. Tech is the
only practical solution. We will go by majority of opinion, but we have
to keep in mind the factual situation also.
We advise not to discuss it in social Media. Please request your
station to send query to DG(AIR) by name Sh. D.P.Shukla , DDA(E),
DG(AIR). We will try to get one corrigendum issued at the earliest.
[2]. Tech(4K) in pre revised 4500-7000 :
We are receiving query about grant of MACP to Tech(4K) after fixing.
We want to inform that this is a similar situation in case of EA(5K).
Please note that till the issue of UPGRADATION of 25/02/1999 is not
settled, it is not advisable to raise the issue of MACP.
So we suggest that first all we should get the fixation done in 45007000 scale and make yourself similar to the Technicians eligible for
5000-8000 scale.
Once again we request all not to discuss among yourself the issue
and request your station to send query to DG(AIR) so that it can be
clarified.
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